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PWF-85 ACCEPTING DEDICATION OF A ROAD WIDENING LOT FOR THE
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AWA: I'm not lain why that w :marks, the deferral was executed, but there is no exemption for commercial developments.
So they've already started on the, the site work to, to do the development, and the frontage
improvements will be put in. So, basically, the deferral agreement will be null and v
ti- you know, the building permit requirer—us are complied with.
CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Director,
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AYES: Councilmembers Mateo and Pontanilla; and
Co-Chairs Medeiros and Victorino.

VOTE:
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Councihnember Hokama.
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ED.

ACTION: ADOPTION OF RESOLUTION AND FILING OF
COMMUNICATION.

CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. We have fouy „yes and one excused--Member
Members, for the deliberation on that item. We'll now even though we'
order ti :hange the C
about ten minutes, we're going to take a short me(
. (gavel)
here. So, we'll be in recess and we'll reconvene at the
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BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .
MR. MORAN: Good morning.
Ca'C IR VICTORINO: Good morning.
. MORAN: My name is Mike Moran. I'm on the Board of the Kihei Community Association, but
I'm here this morning just as an individual. On P -82, the reason I wanted to speak on that
for just a few minutes this morning is approximately a year ago our community association was
in a ,./- :;:ry similar sit ition. We ,rionated a -,:.,„nner for Ccean Safety Officers, and I just
that's taking this on and ask the Council
want to express supprt for another
ny
way
tiey
can.
I can tell you I'm a daily ocean swimmer
mei..71bers to please e7,eclite this
and I usually swim most times around Kamaole I. When this process was going 071. ',ast year, I
would talk to the, I would call 'em life guards. We try to call them Ocean Safety Officers, and
they would consi;,:oitly say what's going on with the wave rusDner 9 We really need it. This one
we have is broken down. It's slow. You've got that new one sitting there. How can we get it?
at can we do to expedite it? And I would tell 'ern; the only thing I can tell is go to your
Cot lHcil person and tell 'ern to quickly get it down.
:::•nce they got it, for months--I was just or., :=_ -ziber--they would come
And on the other
them for being there to save lives. They would
up and th41111::, me every day. I would
thak.trtc for helping the KCA to get them tai wave runner. And I won't say it happens every
tirn g: down now but they still do. So, then guys we know how important they are to us, to
residents and visitors, and we want to give them the toc'i that they have. So, 1:J::::as:; do
anything you can to expedite this process. So, I don't kno: vhere this one's going , but
fhr
dire lirp come guys that really need it to help us out.
that,
id that's really all I ha
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new one i__ _ er the other night at a community meeting with the Save the Reef issue whic__ is
for another time but another good bag and making good use of them. So, please support this in
any way we can. Thank you.
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CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Plastic.
MS. PREGILL: A case of plastic that's this size as opposed to the same number. There'_. _,_ _0 bags in
there. A same number of paper that's this size. Shipping is by cube and that's what's going to
be the biggest problem here. Where again, you know, in additi at's in addition to all the
other, the other pollution problems with pape But for us here in Hawaii everything cost more
to get here. Everything takes longer to get here. And it's, it's our cone( ... consumers are
its. Sc
we're look:
our customers. The retail industry reacts to what the consum
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o
roviding
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at trying to worT aore with you to come up
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\IR MEDEIROS: Okay. And did the industry do
warehousing will be for paper compared to plastic?

age or

size. We'
MS. PREGILL: Not yet because again, we're just looking at the, the, t,—
we've done wags at it. We've done, we've taken guesses at it. What aappening nc
most retailers do not have what we used to call distribution centers be Ise of the cos f land,
particularly on Oahu, and here too, the cost of land. The containers a )ur distribution center.
t used to be goods would go the distrib Dn center,
Things come from the dock to the si
hey would go out to the different stores. Now they're
then they would be repackaged, and
th sorted at the point of origin and the ship docks, the containers are pulled, and they
pret
that bi
fa
the store - the storage within
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Jusinesses nere on maul in regards to their inventory of plastic oags. -tnu al one point, you
know, we agreed to restrict plastic bag use after I think it was between four and five years, but
we accelerating this thing because of, you know, protecting our environment. In your opinion,
yon know, how long will you take to filly con mlv to this ordinance that is being proposed?
--

-

MS.

two, two issues here.
- first woi
We're looking at, I think I'm loot
education. That's what's going to be the hardest because I've seen it and you
probably seen it here. We've been pushing, our industry's been pushing the reusable bags for a
couple years now. And when I shop, when you shop, you don't see that many consumers with
actual'
e are a number - - our seni
sable bags. An
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controversial or not or whether there
with the potential ordinance that, that
assurance
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this recog
11 r(
ontinued goc
look forward to
Lddress it; and three, through our combined
there is, there is a problem; two, we all
efforts in providing the general population the information and the awareness of tf irgency in
addressing the situation. You know I see a lot of positive in the horizon. And two years does
provide that stretch in the education and the preparation for the bans implementation. So,
Carol, thank you very much.

MS. 13DL‘r'll t: Thank you.
MEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
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R: Good morning. It's Wednesday. Here 'I
nit emails to get other people down here.
e thing, my

Good morning, Cc
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tk that yol
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1 oti but
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I think that
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esses
f
nothing
to
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till
the
' the staffing.
Most of them are probably going to come to a voluntary, volt try complian,
goes into effect. It may be even moot by then.

ne

ble
Because as Carol mentioned about distribution systems that distribt
ingie siore
occurs for the big box stores and the multi-chain stores. It doesn't for somegou
is still going to be buying them here from Maui Chemical or whoever. They uon't have a
distribution center now. They never did. So. I think this Committee has had the information it
needs. I think the Committee recognizes this is something that needs to be done. The only
question is how. And I would like to see, I think there was a recommendation from Corp.
Counsel to move that date up a little bit, that few months. But every few months saves a few
more lives. And so is with anything else--no--we get impatient, but there's a reason to be
impatient on this. So, with that I'm hoping that today gets a vote to send this on to County
Council sc an get working on it and get those signs in the parking lot that say, "Did you
ome c
on
bag" or on people's windows That education
remember
—
'
'on 'e n
voluntarily
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CO-CHAIR. VICTOR
Art beautification.

MS. I

CC w VIR VICTOR - Okay.
morning. Thank you
you. —
MS. BUCK: Okay. Hi, I'm Dot Buck. Hi, you guys. Nicf
me looming, et L,etera. The point I want ,1
coming and getting all dressed up to be here early
to make is and I really have respect for the industry. It's just that in this time of changing
paradigms I think it's important to look at sustainability and non-importation so we don't have
to start looking at how much it costs to ship stuff in. And the, the issue about--I'm just going to
go on a couple of tangents and I know you guys can follow me, huh. The issue is more about
sustainability and using what we already have here, which is totally possible. I already sent an
email to the Mayor asking why we cannot have ',II receptacles that will take non-plastic bags
can be done in another way; some other way. And I don't have the answer I'll tell you
t takes a
ycling cal
'able& the bottles a
but I think one thing is the

And
to n
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to have
m at
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businesses. And you really dc
And if you dress it up and put a lot, you know, foofoo stu
friends 'cause it's cut
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ou can sell ii

table.
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he thing, but when John Kenne
re educat
g to take to have segregated schoc
Seen 100 years already, you know. If you don't start doing it n ever going to sU
So, if you guys read my email letter you don't wait till the last plastic has killed the last whz
You do it, something now. Okay. Thank you.
CO-C AIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Dot. Questions for the testifier? Seeing none, '
)0t —

MS. BUCK: Okay.
these
--very much for being here. The last testifier is .11 known
CO-CHAIR ICTOI
Tdinator for the - unty of M .
guar _ uhea Paracuelles. She's the Environment
ing, Chair and Council members. I just wanted to come up
MS. PARACUELLE Good
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some questio bot
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o offer and she said that bans tend to make people angry
sell. And she had a few sugges
and feel like their government is dictating what they can and cannot do. I, I might agree
>oking at this particula
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1.1V,

thin
bag!

nI
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ev really nee
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t
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astic

'n Ireland when they tried five cents per bag they had a 90 percent reduction in plastic
She
bag use. She also suggested that the five cents could be used to create a green education fund,
but I would also suggest that that charge could also help in cost recovery for businesses. And I
think they would find that over time that with the reduction in T --- --" - i - stic bags they wouldn't
have a need to buy them and ship them in. And anyway I just, ay time is up and that's
what I wanted to offer today.
fier? No.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Ms. Paracuelles. Thank you. Questions fo
I
do have a
We'd like to thank you very much because I know you've done your due dili
question as far as this old growth. How would you describe the ability for the Departmen
enforce old growth? Because I've read about it and I'm still not clear how you could enforce
- you know, you just mentioned about
1. have any ideas h
something like this. So,
gure out hom
innot--and
I'
'd j
nforceme
goo(
- - 1----iis--iome ideas h
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that they I le tools to do their job. Our Ma. DOCA ante, has
increase in staffing but they don't have any of the ols or equipmel o do the
needs to, I don't know, be more wholistic than that.
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SIR VICTORINO: Would you tellthe public what DC"

MS. I RACUELLES: Oh, I'm sori7
CO-CHAIR ICTORINO: —`cause
pub] - are going what is that.
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giving an acronym that sometimes people out th

MS. PARACUELLES: Yeah.
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CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: That was our last testifier. I will once again ask a - in the audience
who would like to give public testimony to please come forward. And one 1 then
now like to recommend closer [sic], closing of public testimony if then 's
CO NCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CO-C: IR VICTORINO: ThnL you, Committee. Let us start out now with PWF-82.

ON BEHALF OF THE WILL SMITA
PW7-2 ACCEPTING DONATIteil FROM
FOUNDATION TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AO ECREATION
(C.C. No. 08 154)
-

CO-CHAIR VICTORFNQ: The Committee is in receipt of County Corr -77 - nication 03-151 from the
Director of Parks and Recreation transmitting a proposed res3iutior. entitled "AUTFDRIZING
ACCEPTANCE GF DONATION OF A JET SKI, T! AiLER, AND OTHER ACCESSORIES
FROM TRI-ISLE RESOURCE CONSERVATION & DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, INC., ON
BEI AJ F CF THE WILL SMITH FOUNDATION, TO THE DEP. TMENT OF PA S AND
RECRE.411F0Y, CO TY OF 1 AUII , PURSUA NT TO CHAPTER 3.56, 1 AUl CO1 NTY
CODE." The purpose o is to authixiz?, the accep ce of a donation of a jet ski,
trailer, and other accessory collectively valued at 5)13,666.54, to the Deprnent of Parks and
Recreation.
At this time, I would like to ask, and I apologize, I did not introduce the Department heads that
Tiri.cP•nt cAritii lie First o f all, the, the Director of Parks and Recreation, Tamara Horcajo.

C(
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name. A
legacy again
smith will
n so that he r
rc -tc ir Department so th
as t in other ways the community to rescue people, help people, and ha, his memory live on
Te , . Maui. I don't know if you wanted any other information, but our Department is hoping
tl- . you can facilitate this donation by accepting the resolution today.
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Horcajo. Before I o
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CC

ideal
RCAJO: Currently, the Department operates with ... we're hoping to
ituation would be a backup ski in each of the identified areas where we C111 have jet ski
locations. On the west side we do have two. One at D.T. Fleming and one at Hanakaoo, and
at
this craft will be utilized at that location. What we tried to do is it can be either utili
either of the two--D.T. Fleming or Hanakaoo. The ideal situation is that if we, that we .ould
have a backup craft for each location. We try to rotate them out every month to service them,
these craft. It is very important that we have new craft. We've identified that we need a new
craft about every thr years to keep it in good working order and so this craft right now be
very helpful for us he west side so that we can have that additional craft for one o
locations. And it could be used wherever. We do have a service area that we take 01
craft to to service. So, I don' be difficult to honor the request for t
ide
since we have the two locations and
twice them in that area.
--
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even because that is part of the coverage area of the We 1 trict,
area.
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ome, C
thank you very n
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airman, thank you. Ms. 1-1(
ILMEMBER N
St
wanted
to,
to
check
the
Department's
ability
to
house
these
dditional information. I
additional jet skis because the safety officers themselves already work with limited storage
capacities just because of their initial logistics. So, is the Department equipped to provide the
adequate storage for these donated items that is really quite costly? And thaf'- '-'" like my
only interest whether or not your capabilities does include storage facilities.
MS. HORCAJO: I appreciate that question because our Department is really low on facility and
infrastructure for the services that we provide. The West Maui area has again the two locations.
D.T. Fleming does have an adequate storage area for their jet ski in the lower. It was the old
restroom location, but it is now being used as a storage area. Anc
Hanakaoo, we have had
some difficulty, but we are j
inging in a container that the State DLNR has granted us
ss to store our alternate
t lc Ion as w(
3ne of the benefits of having a
ice contract f:
v1 ssiste
YT is that
'''" '
1
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vIEMBER PONTANILLA: Second.
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AYES: Councilmembers Mateo and Pontanilla; and
Co-Chairs Medeiros and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmembers Hokama.

MOTION CA ED.
ACTION: ADOPTION OF RESOLUTION AND FILING OF
COMMUNICATION.
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witch
e wait a few moments so
At this time, I'd like to move on to PWF-68 w
I could have our Environmental Management Director, Cht Okuma,
Department heat
Tegarden
come u
T

PWT-68 PROHIBITING THE USE OF NON-BIODEG

ABLE PLASTIC BAGS

(C.C. No. 07-2321

CO-C 'R VICTORINO: The Committee is in receip. uf County Communication No. 07-232, from
Councilmember Michael J. Molina, transmitting a draft bill prohibiting certain businesses from
providing non-biodegradable plastic bags and requiring the use of environmentally-preferred
alternates [sic]. The Committee is also in receipt of communication [sic] dated July 16, 2008,
from the Department of ti- -'orporation Counsel, transmitting a revised bill entitled "A BILL
FOR AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A NEW CHAPTER 20.18, MAUI COUNTY
CODE, PERTAINING TO PLASTIC BAG REDUCTION". The proposed, proposal of this
revised proposed bill is to prohibit businesses from providing plastic bags and, not specifically
designed and manufactured for the multiple use to their consumers--their customers, I say--at
the point c' ---I encourage the use of en ---"-erred alternates [sic] beginning
-
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imittee members. And I see present is Non-ticr 2 Member M - Mc
Councilmember Molina.

morning,

r

Thank you, N'
ink
Tunitte
MBEF
aid I appreciate
g this matter up ag,
!en handed o
some. I guess. ol sponse to the Committee or a request from the Committee that was
made with regards to the definition old growth fibers as well as a consideration to redefine,
make an amendment to the plastic bag definition. So, I would just like to share that with the
Committee members and maybe at a later point if you'd like me to further elaborate o hat
after the Administratior 's had a chance to comment I'm open to that as well.
But just for the time being, I believe it was Member Medeiros made a request
have
definition
growth fibers. So, Mr. Chair, I don't know if you would like me to proce:_
with going
pth on, on these letters or maybe ask me to wait until ti kdministration has
had a chance I omment. I look to your direction, Mr. Chair.
CO-CHAIR V! 7 ORINO:
then we n get in more sp
-

d like to allow
; if that's oka
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this are
that we're going to have problems
so, we already km
successful in the program.
enforcing based on a subjective definition of old growth fiber and that is a concern. Of course
we will remember this consideration. We would like to have flexibility of, of being able to
consider it as a may consider, may consider as one of th is and so would like to see the
language we proposed back in July 1.
And I guess the other point important to us is having the resources. Primarily the position in
order to be able to implement this program and do the monitoring enforcement we're going to
need. So that is also set forth in our July 1 transmittal to the Council. And I'm happy to
answer any other questions but just wanted to highlight a couple of those things Thank you.
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MS. TEGARDEN: Sorry - out that. Thank you ft
inesse rnpl
January 11 )11 date gives the sin
irketir het y- date. Si
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orti ty t

rrection.
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, e think that the
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11, 2011.

eah.
-ORINO: I said January 1 st . I apologize. I have 1_
CO-CHAIR
like you I'm getting confused.

;

j

MS. TEGARDEN: They all sound very good.
CO-Cl IR VICTORINO: I apologize. Just so the public doesn't get confused. vikay. Questions for
the Departments? And I will start with the voting members if you'll allow me. Any questior,
for either Department at this time? If not, now we'll allow Non-Voting Member Molina
start.
NCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. If I could just first start of
the, I guess, the comments on the old growth fiber issue from the Department. I'm hoping
everybody has a copy of the July 14 th transmittal regarding the definition of rowth fibers.
borrowe:
I'll just go through it real briefly. We use the term old growth fiber.
-""
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CO-CHAIR VICT011 I NO: Thank you. Any questions in regard to old growth fibers and what has
been stated so far? Yes, Vice-Chair, I mean, Co-Chair Medeiros. Excuse me.
,

CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you for the promof

t .

CO-CHAIR VICTO 0: That was a demotion that's wny I didn't mean to demi

-

bri, up
CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Yeah. And I appreciate Councilmember Molina, yc.
more information to clarify old growth and also from Ms. Paracuelles the information she
provided during testimony this morning is also helpful. And I think the recommendation to
take '±lat 3ut would be easier to enforce .a) leave tha.:: in and, you know, would require
taking those bags to a lab to test to find out if the fibers were in there. So, I think to take it out
would be a good recon Jmendation and just make it recyclable as part of that definition. So, I
agree with the rece1endation both from the Dep ent and from Councilmember Molina.
Thank you.
-

-

CO-Cl

VICTORINO: Thank you. We
take that as a consideration when we get to acf lai
proposed ordinance. Any other questims in the area of old growth?
keep it limited
to that right this very moment. Seeing no
her comments, let us move on to the rest of the
ordinance in which will encompass not only some of the word changes and. whel hioelc;?:raclahle
or noncompostable bags, plastic bags, sume of those changes that Mr., Comcilmember Molina
has also suggested. And also an alternative date of 7--what it was--7/10, no 7/11/2010. Is that
correct, Co cilmember Molina?
,

CO NC IlER MOLINA: Yeah.
com

1INO: Okay. If you
hat area 9
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CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Any other questions or discussion to the Department c
questions Mr., or Chair I mean Councilmember Molina? Excuse me. Seeing none.
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CO-CHAIR V ICTORINO: The proposed date?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Yes, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANI
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Would be easier for the January date for the Department or? Well, I
guess you stated July is fine for you as well.

Ti

l that July,
VICTORINO: So, if I am correct in saying this, Ms. Okuma, y
1, 2010 which is approximately a little over two years from now would be sufficient for
you, your Department to be ready to set up its enforcement as well as its rules and regs and be
able to implement this, this policy?

C( -C '

MS. OKUMA: Yes. I, you know, we'll do our best to meet that time
that within that two-year timeframe.

e. I think we'll be able to do

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, the important thing is not doing my best and I hate to be really picky
on this whole situation. Can it be done? Because I'd hate to tie you down and then you come
in June of 2010 and say, oh, we can't, we need until January. So, realistically I'm asking you
which is the best and which would you faN Jo and you can really implement?
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Co.

MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Chair. Director Okuma, what do you see your enforcement
quirements on, on this? Because I'm trying to think you're going to enforce the, the bags are
used that are manufactured meeting the compliance of the requirements that we make in this?

MS. OKUMA: Well, you actually ask a really good question. This proposal has gone through many
evolutions and that is in fact one of the things we'll have to really take a close look at. But I'm
looking at the proposed provision of 20.18.050, which specifies that violations will be subject to
;oing to
civil penalties and enforcement procedures. So, I know that with this program v
's what we
have that kind of responsibility. Now, how that pans out in terms of the specifi
Rules, which
need to look at, that's probably what's going to need to go into our Administrai
is a whole other process. So, we obviously have ot of work ahead of us even to look at the, ft
issue you're talking about. But also look at 20. 8.040, you know, businesses being prohibite
-
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. First question I have for the Department in regards
have any vacancies that can maybe be redirected to hire
to manpower requirement
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COUNC.wivIEMBER PONTANILLA: --redirect .
MS. OKUMA: --to this. We have many other need: .
standpoint. And I would say we cannot divert
that many in any event ° ;olid Waste.
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- gain I think the reason for the
nd Co-Ch Medeiros is
ghi

0: Well, thank Ju, Member Moline
y by the Commi
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CO-CHAIR
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VVIva

b1A, sl_a, vv., si , va,..

jt.t.

rop date,

Jecaus(
igetthisijlemented
v V a vaavvia sva•

quest
ready
1 is the final. You guys will
So, I'm hoping that Januar
anybody's mind that, you kno the public will again educati is very key. We heard from the
Retail Association that they believe that's another real key aspect the change in people's
attitudes is based upon education and probably some fines or, you know, other things that make
people want to change; the increase in costs. So that's our hope, you know.
,

So, with that said I guess one of the changes that I think we heard today was taking out old
growth and putting in 100 percent recyclable material. So, I'm not sure how I can do this. If I
may, let's have a quick recess, five-minute, ten-minute recess. It's 10:30. Let's have a
ten-minute recess so I may discuss this Corp. Counsel and ou ' slative yst and then
(gavel) .
we'll be back. So, we will reconvene at 10:40.
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0: It's been moved by Co-Chair Medeiros, seconded by Member Pon t
CO-CHAIR VICTO
Any discussions?

a.

CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Mr. .1
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Go aheau, Co-Chair Med CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: If this is the appropriate tL before discussion I'd like to move to make an
amendment.
CO-CHAIR VICTOR 0: Go ahead.
CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. I move to amend the, on Page 2 of the proposed ordinance where the
paragraph si...t! Is in "recycling paper bag", I move to delete item (1), which says, "contains no
old growth fiber". I move to delete that completely and then to r .number the remainding [sic]
items so that the next items relleCt 71.0. 1 and subsequently thre.ugl=t that paragraph.
CO CILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Second.
CO-C AIR VICTOI! O: It's been, the amendment, d I will ask--one moment let's get it make sure
one straight--the a. -7:01- ent to remove (1) old gro
fibers, and replace 1 with 2,
we get
which is recyclable, reusable--I'm sorry.
at was it, Mr. Medeiros?
CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: No. 2 becomes no. 1, which is -CO-CHA Tn 'TCTry'rm0: Yes.
cn_ri-i A

2,111

-
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CO-CHA

): Yes, Mr. Jensen.

MR. JENSEN: And just, just to confirm that motion includes renumbering --
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-tOS: Right. Yes.
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CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: All those opposed?
VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Mateo and Pontanilla; and
Co-Chairs Medeiros and Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Hokama.
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correspondence if the definition area was already changed to reflect t
before us.

)roposal that is

den
hal
)nta
right.

,ILMEMBER PON _
-

COUNCILMEI ,ER
yet at this point.

So, I don't, I'm not aware if the Committee's addressed that

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you for making us aware and I don't think that was a consideration.
We haven't discussed that matter. And 1 think it was the consensus, well, I mean I thought we
left that out intentionally, and I'll be very honest with you, Mr. Molina, because I think that can
be one of the those that we can amend or we can —
NCILMEMBER MOL

CO-c
\tBER
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MR. GALAZIN Yeah. And thank you for also allowing me to touch on one point that I did not
mention earlier is that for example leaving out the designed, specifically designed and
itio ly capture some bags
actuall
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MR. GALAZIN Yes, and i ight actua make ° o ambiguous
.

-

be unenforceable.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLLNA: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, G16.;i.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Galazin, for making that clear to all of
us. And so, I apologize to the Committee for the confusion. I, I, that's why we have
Mr. Galazin here helps clear up that matter. Any other questions or discussion on the amended
resolution [sic], or amended -COUNCILMEMBER PONTAT

ion.
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VOTE:

AYES: Counciimembers Mateo and Pontanilla; and
Co-Chairs Medeiros and Victorino.

ilmember Hokama.
10T1( IED.
ACTH)

FIRST READING OF REVISED BILL AS AMENDED
AND FILING OF COMMUNICATION.

)-CHAIR VICTORINO: 1t the record show four
one excused--Chair Hokama. Ladies and
gentlemen, thank yo ery much. It has been an interesting day. I would like to say that I am
very pleased that this initial ordinance is coming forward and that I thank the Committee and
all the staff and all the outside experts in all fields for their . their contribution. I'd like to
thank Ms. Okuma and her Department for the short notice, and also Ms. Tegarden and being
able to respond at a very short notice on all these changes To the public and to our legislative
p, I want
here a
1ping us assist and get ti all crafted and
cted M
nk vot
'our efforts. I mean
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CO-CI! TR VICT011!, 0: And I just want tc make one more cor :?Thmt T just want to make this
perfectly clear that we have passed a revisec: .3 :oposed bill on first reacHng and the filing of this
:.that clear. I -CH 77' 7 ' . 7 7- "ght have misstr'i t;:' it,
communication. So, I just want to make sure
and I want to make sure that's clear. So Committee, if there's no that was th
-

- - ,

-

,

CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: No objections.
CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Other than that, thank you very much; and thank you to all being here.
Ms. Paracuelles, and Ms. Bonar, and Ms. Pregill, thank you for all your help in this, crafting of
this bill; and I hope we can all work together. That's the irr.ing I'm just very optimistic that
we all can work together and make the public as well as cb::Ts•ives acccu.ntable for this. If no
other announcement or discussion, this meeting of purolic Works aEd Facilities Committee
is adjo ed. ... (gavel) . .
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ADJOURN: 11:08 a.m.
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